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Trump
lags with
Mass.
donors

In the news

Ray state
Wednesday: Dry, warmer;
high 84-89, low 67-72
Thursday: Turning muggy;
high 84-89, low 70-75
High tide: 4:21 a.m., 4:46 p.m.

Far behind Clinton
in state traditionally
deep in GOP funding

Sunrise: 6:01 Sunset: 7:31
Complete report, B9

President Obama pledged
continued federal support
during a visit to flood victims in Louisiana. A2.

By Tracy Jan
and Victoria McGrane

A bomb killed a US soldier
near the Afghan city of
Lashkar Gah days after

WASHINGTON — Donald Trump,
despite a significant escalation in his
fund-raising activities over the past two
months, is trailing far behind Democratic rival Hillary Clinton in raising
money in traditionally lucrative states
like Massachusetts that for decades
have provided deep-pocketed donors
from both political parties.
Trump raised just $674,122 from the
Bay State as of July 31, only 6 percent of
Clinton’s $10.8 million, according to the
latest campaign finance reports filed
over the weekend with the Federal Election Commission.
It is not clear how much additional
money Trump has raised in Massachusetts since the reporting deadline; he
held two August fund-raisers, in Osterville and Nantucket, that were well attended but included out-of-state attendees.
The just-filed FEC report shows that
Trump is on pace to fall behind the past
two Republican nominees, Mitt Romney and John McCain, in his ability to
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some 100 troops arrived to
help plan a defense against
the Taliban. A3.

Florida officials reported
five new cases of Zika, with
a possibility that mosquitoes infected with the virus
are spreading. A6.

Three Harvard-affiliated
doctors blamed market exclusivity for the high costs

of US drugs. C1.

Turkey said it launched an
operation against the Islam-

ic State at a Syrian border
town, teaming with USbacked coalition forces. A4.

Nigeria said an airstrike
may have fatally wounded
Boko Haram leader Abubakar Shekau, but death could
not be confirmed. A4.

A terror suspect captured
by the CIA in 2002 appeared before a review pan-

el in a bid to be freed from
the Guantanamo prison. A4.

An early-morning earthquake struck central Italy,

leveling buildings in several
towns and imperiling residents. A3.
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Harvard graduate students (from left) Avery Davis, Kate Franz, and Chamith Fonseka in a Harvard Medical
School lab in March. They were trying to get Harvard to recognize a union of graduate students.

Grad students get right to unionize
NLRB says research,
teaching posts make
them employees
By Andrew Joseph
STAT

The National Labor Relations Board
ruled Tuesday that graduate students
who conduct research and
STAT help teach classes at private
universities are considered
employees and have a right to union
representation.

The board’s 3-to-1 decision opens
the door for thousands of graduate students and research assistants at private
universities — including many in the
Boston area — to band together to negotiate issues like pay, benefits, workload, and class size.
“It’s great news,” said Chamith Fonseka, a PhD student in the biomedical
and biological sciences program at Harvard. “For the [NLRB] to recognize
what we do is very gratifying.”
The decision came in response to a
petition from graduate students at Columbia University and reversed a deci-

sion from 2004 involving Brown University that found private universities
are not required to recognize graduate
student unions.
In the new decision, board members
said they were reversing the Brown decision not only because it incorrectly interpreted the National Labor Relations
Act, “but also because of the nature and
consequences of that error.”
Ahead of the decision, graduate students have been running union drives
and preparing for union elections at top
institutions including Harvard, Yale,
STUDENTS, Page A9

Redstone’s granddaughter
for the Viacom majority
shareholder to undergo a
mental examination. C1.

Former state representative
John Fresolo of Worcester
draws criticism for his tactics in trying to regain the
seat he vacated amid an
ethics investigation. B1.

A petition seeks to oust a
Palmer judge who gave probation to an 18-year-old for
indecently assaulting two
classmates. B1.

Boston College will open
two new dorms after years

of delay caused by political
wrangling, a lawsuit from
neighbors, and a construction industry slowdown. B1.

Tom Brady returned to Patriots practice after cutting

his thumb last week. D1.

POINT OF VIEW: JEFF JACOBY

“Never have there been
so many people in the
world. Never have the
world’s people been so
well off. Coincidence? Not
at all. When people are
fruitful and multiply, they
tend to make the world
better, not worse.” A11.
For breaking news, updated
stories, and more, visit our website:
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$23.9m

$11.9m

446

2016

(through
July 31)

$10.8m

Serious injury or death after a fall
317

Preventable medical errors reported by full-service
hospitals in Massachusetts grew 60 percent last year, a
rise partly attributed to problems detected in a single
hospital’s dialysis unit.
Hospitals disclosed 1,313 errors that harmed or
threatened patients in 2015, including 26 cases when
the wrong surgery or procedure was done on a patient;
51 instances when a medication error seriously injured
or killed a patient; and 446 cases of contaminated
drugs, devices, or biologics.
This last category, which accounted for only 37 reports in 2014, constituted most of the overall increase
in reported errors.
Baystate Medical Center in Springfield notified 575
patients early this year that they were potentially exposed to infection after state inspectors, during a spot
visit, found crowded and unsanitary conditions in the
inpatient dialysis unit. Most of those patients received
MEDICAL ERRORS, Page A9

$4.1m

226 Serious pressure ulcer
51 Serious injury or death from medication error
36 Unintended retention of a foreign object
31 Suicide or self-harm with serious injury
30 Serious injury or death from burn

$674,122

McCainObama
Rank* 13 5

RomneyObama
10 5

TrumpClinton
17 5

*Amount of contributions from Massachusetts
ranked against other states
SOURCE: FEC
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Clinton Foundation donors
Many who were granted time with the
secretary of state gave money. A8.

26 Wrong site surgery or procedure
20 Physical assault/abuse with serious injury

Ohio early voting limited

15 Newborn serious injury or death associated with delivery

A court upheld a law trimming a week
of balloting in the swing state. A7.

12 Device misuse or malfunction
12 Wrong surgery or procedure
SOURCE: Massachusetts Department of Public Health
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‘I knit my mom a sweater . . . while watching the entire “Sons of Anarchy’’ series.’
CHRISTINA FAGAN

They like a good yarn

New pastime weaves together knitting with bingeTV watching
By Dugan Arnett

W
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2012

$25.1m

Contaminated drugs, devices, or biologics

By Liz Kowalczyk

hen Christina
Fagan found
herself perilously close to
flunking out
of Skidmore College a few years
back, her struggles stemmed
not from the typical collegiate
pitfalls. She wasn’t balancing
an unmanageable course load,
for instance, or spending too
many nights stationed in a barroom booth.
The issue?
“I spent two months . . .
knitting and watching ‘Breaking Bad,’” Fagan says.
“Netflix and Chill” — the
millennial offer to come on
over and, uh, cuddle — might
still reign supreme in the pantheon of TV-related extracurriculars. But, laugh if you want
to, “Netflix-and-Knit” — or

Donations from Massachusetts for the
last three presidential election cycles:

TOP CAUSES OF ERRORS IN 2015
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A Massachusetts judge will
hear a request from Sumner

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
2008

Hospital errors rise 60% in state
Problems at dialysis unit
in Springfield elevate total
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Fox News sex
harassment
suit mentions
Scott Brown
Former senator
denies wrongdoing
By Tracy Jan
GLOBE STAFF
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Christina Fagan has diverse tastes in the knitting and viewing categories.

WASHINGTON — Former Fox News
host Andrea Tantaros claims in a new
lawsuit that former senator Scott
Brown made sexually inappropriate
comments to her while on set and put
his hands on her lower waist.
Tantaros, who says she complained
to superiors about Brown’s conduct,
outlines her complaint in a lawsuit filed
Monday in the Supreme Court of the
State of New York. The complaint,
which also includes accusations of harassment by former network head Roger Ailes and host Bill O’Reilly, portrays
a corporate culture at Fox News that
tolerated sexual misconduct.
“Fox News masquerades as a defender of traditional family values,” she
says in the suit. “But behind the scenes,
it operates like a sex-fueled, Playboy
Mansion-like cult, steeped in intimidation, indecency, and misogyny.”
BROWN, Page A7

